
APPROXIMATE STRING MATCHING:A SIMPLER FASTER ALGORITHM�RICHARD COLEy AND RAMESH HARIHARANzAbstrat. We give two algorithms for �nding all approximate mathes of a pattern in a text,where the edit distane between the pattern and the mathing text substring is at most k. The �rstalgorithm, whih is quite simple, runs in time O(nk3m +n+m) on all patterns exept k-break periodistrings (de�ned later). The seond algorithm runs in time O(nk4m + n + m) on k-break periodipatterns. The two lasses of patterns are easily distinguished in O(m) time.Key words. Algorithms, String Mathing, Edit Distane.AMS subjet lassi�ations. 68W401. Introdution. The approximate string mathing problem is to �nd all thosepositions in a given text whih are the left endpoints of substrings whose edit distaneto a given pattern is at most a given number k. Here, the edit distane between twostrings is the minimum number of insertions, deletions and substitutions needed toonvert one string to the other. It is onvenient to say that suh a substring mathesthe pattern.This problem is of signi�ant importane, espeially in the ontext of identifyingsequenes similar to a query sequene in a protein or nulei aid database. In thisase, the insertions, deletions, and substitutions need to be appropriately weighted,however. This variant of the problem is touhed on only briey in this paper for thereare other issues to resolve.Let n be the length of the text and m the length of the pattern. Then an O(nm)algorithm is easy to obtain. This algorithm is a dynami programming algorithmthat �nds the edit distane between every pre�x of the pattern and every pre�x ofthe text, not ounting any ost for haraters in the text whih are to the left of thepattern (we will refer to this as the loal edit distane). The number of text-patternpre�x pairs is O(nm), and eah pair an be proessed in onstant time, provided thepairs are proessed in a ertain natural order. The way to think about this order isto onsider an array with olumns assoiated with text pre�xes of inreasing lengthordered towards the right and rows assoiated with pattern pre�xes of inreasinglength ordered downwards. Eah entry in this array represents the loal edit distaneof a text-pattern pre�x pair. These entries are omputed in an order suh that allentries in rows 1 : : : i are omputed before row i + 1 is omputed, and the entrieswithin a row are proessed in order from left to right.Landau and Vishkin[LV89℄ obtained an O(nk) algorithm for this problem. Thisalgorithm was based on the above dynami programming paradigm as well. However,their order of omputing the array entries was a lever one. They observed thatin eah 45-degree top-left to bottom-right diagonal, the entries are non-dereasingdownwards and that one need ompute only k entries in eah diagonal, namely those�This work was supported by NSF grants CCR-9503309 and CCR-9800085. An abstrat of thiswork appeared in the proeedings of the ACM-SIAM Symposium on Disrete Algorithms, 1998.yCourant Institute, New York University, 251, Merer Street, New York, NY 10012.(ole�s.nyu.edu).zDepartment of Computer Siene, Indian Institute of Siene, Bangalore, 560012, India.(ramesh�sa.iis.ernet.in). This work was done in part while visiting NYU.1



2 R. COLE AND R. HARIHARANentries whose value is di�erent from the value of the preeding entry in the samediagonal. They show how these entries an be omputed in onstant time per entry,using a suÆx tree of the pattern and the text.Some other early work on this problem is desribed in [LV85, LV86, LV88, GG88,GP90℄.The question that then arose was whether an O(n + m) time algorithm waspossible, at least for the ase when k is small, e.g., O(m�), for some � between 0 and1. The intuition whih suggests that this would be possible is that most of the patternmust math exatly when k is small.An algorithm with an average ase performane of O(nk logmm ) time on randomstrings when k < mlogm+O(1) was given by Chang and Lawler[CL90℄. While linear(sublinear, atually) on the average, the worst ase performane of this algorithm wasstill �(nk). The assumption of the text being random is a strong one as randomstrings do not math with very high probability, but this algorithm may work welleven on somewhat less random strings.Baeza-Yates and Navarro [BN96℄ gave an algorithm with a running time of O(n)for the ase when mk = O(logn). In addition, they obtained another algorithm whoseperformane in the average ase is O(n) for medium k=m ratios. They also report�nding this algorithm to be faster than previous algorithms experimentally, espeiallyin the ase when the pattern has moderate size, the error ratio k=m is not too high,and the alphabet size is not too small.Reently, the above question was answered positively by Sahinalp and Vishkin[SV97℄,who obtained an algorithm with the following performane. Their algorithm takesO(nk3+ 1log 3 ( log� nm ) 1log 3 + n + m) time when there is no periodiity anywhere in thetext or the pattern. Here, no periodiity means that even very loal periodiity, e.g.,two repeated haraters, is not allowed. When there exists any periodiity in the text,the time taken by their algorithm is O(nk8+ 1log 3 ( log� nm ) 1log 3 +n+m). Their algorithmuses the tehnique of deterministi oin tossing in order to sparsify the set of diag-onals whih need to be proessed in the above array, and then proesses only thesediagonals using the Landau-Vishkin algorithm. This tehnique and the assoiatedproofs of omplexity and orretness, espeially when there is periodiity present, arefairly involved.Our ontribution in the paper is twofold.1. We give a very simple way of sparsifying the set of diagonals whih need to beproessed in the above matrix. This method is ompletely di�erent from the Sahinalp-Vishkin algorithm and does not use deterministi oin tossing. All it requires is �ndingall ourrenes of a number of aperiodi pattern substrings1 of suitable length in thetext. This immediately gives us an O(nk3m + n+m) time algorithm, exept when thepattern and the text are k-break periodi. By k-break periodi, we mean that thereare O(k) substrings of size k2 eah suh that the portions of the text and the patternbetween these substrings (or breaks, as we all them) are all periodi. We believethat k-break periodi is a rather strit property and k-break periodi strings wouldbe quite rare in pratie.2. We show how to proess k-break periodi texts and patterns in O(nk4m +n+m) time.1Aperiodi, here and now on, refers to the usual notion of periodiity, i.e., the largest propersuÆx of the substring whih is also a pre�x has length less than half that of the substring. Thisnotion of aperiodiity is muh weaker than that required by the Sahinalp-Vishkin algorithm.



APPROXIMATE STRING MATCHING: A SIMPLER FASTER ALGORITHM 3While proessing suh strings in O(nk6m +n+m) and even O(nk5m +n+m) is quite easy,the O(nk4m +n+m) time algorithm is non-trivial. The tehnial diÆulties we fae inobtaining this algorithm inlude the fat that the various periodi strethes betweenbreaks need not have the same period and that periodi strethes in the pattern andthe text need not align in a math of the pattern. Of ourse, there annot be toomany misalignments, sine only k mismathes are allowed.Thus, this paper gives an algorithm for approximate string mathing whih is notonly faster and simpler than the Sahinalp-Vishkin algorithm, but also helps under-stand what kinds of text and patterns are hard to handle for this problem and why.We onjeture that the right bound is O(nk3m + n+m) even for the k-break periodiase, but have been unable to obtain an algorithm with this performane. We alsobelieve that obtaining an algorithm whih takes o(nk3m + n+m) time will be hard.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 gives some neessaryde�nitions. Setion 3 gives an overview of our algorithm and Setion 4 desribes oursparsi�ation algorithm and how it gives an O(nk3m + n +m) time algorithm for thease when either the text or the pattern is not k-break periodi. One of the tools usedin this algorithm is a simple modi�ation of the Landau-Vishkin algorithm [LV89℄ andis desribed in Setion 5 (this modi�ation is also used in [SV97℄). Setion 6 desribeshow to proess the text when the pattern is k-break periodi but the text is not.Setion 7 desribes the �rst attempt at handling k-break periodi patterns and textsand obtains an O(nk6m +n+m) time algorithm. Setion 8 gives our more sophistiatedsheme to handle suh patterns and texts in O(nk4m + n +m) time. Setion 9 givessome intuition regarding the diÆulties to be overome in obtaining an O(nk3m +n+m)time algorithm. Setion 10 briey disusses the weighted version of the problem.2. De�nitions and Preliminaries. We assume that suÆx trees for the patternand the text an be onstruted in linear time [CR94, F98℄.We will assume that m, the pattern length, is at least 5k3. The Landau-VishkinO(nk +m) = O(nk4m + n+m) time algorithm is used for shorter patterns.We will also assume that the text has length 2m�2k and the pattern has lengthm.If the text is longer then it is partitioned into piees of length 2m� 2k, with adjaentpiees overlapping inm+k�1 haraters. The reason this suÆes is that any substringof the text whih mathes the pattern has length in the range [m� k;m+ k℄. Thus,all mathes of the pattern are ompletely ontained within some piee.Periodiity. The period length of a string is de�ned to be the smallest i, suh thattwo instanes of the string, one shifted i to the right of the other, math whereverthey overlap. A string is said to be aperiodi if its period length is more than halfthe string length, and periodi otherwise. A string is yli if it an be written as ui,i � 2. A periodi string an be written as uiv, where u is ayli, i � 2, and v is apre�x of u. The following properties of periodi strings are well known (see [CR94℄)and will be used impliitly throughout this paper.1. The period length of a string an be determined in linear time, and so anits lexiographially least yli shift.2. An ayli string is not idential to any of its yli shifts. Therefore, a strings annot be written as uiv and as u0iv0, where u 6= u0, u; u0 are ayli, v is apre�x of u, v0 is a pre�x of u0, and juj+ ju0j � jsj.3. If u is ayli, then every yli shift of u is ayli as well.
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wnot a pre�x of u not a pre�x of v not a pre�x of wu u u u u u v v v v vv w w w w w wsFig. 2.1. A k-break periodi string. Thik regions orrespond to aperiodi substrings of lengthk2. u; v; w are all at most k2=2 in length.4. If string s has period length u but string sa (a is a single harater) does nothave period length u, then any suÆx of sa of length at least 2u is aperiodi.k-break Periodi Strings. The pattern is said to be k-break periodi if it ontainsat most 2k�1 disjoint aperiodi substrings of length k2. The text is said to be k-breakperiodi if it ontains at most 10k � 2 disjoint aperiodi substrings of length k2.Lemma 2.1. It an be determined in O(m) time if the text and the pattern are k-break periodi. Further, if the pattern is not k-break periodi then 2k disjoint aperiodisubstrings of the pattern of length k2 eah an be found in O(m) time. Similarly, ifthe text is not k-break periodi then 10k � 1 disjoint aperiodi substrings of the textof length k2 eah an be found in O(m) time.Proof. We onsider only the pattern here. The text is proessed similarly.We proess the pattern from left to right, performing various rounds. In eahround, a new aperiodi length k2 substring disjoint from all previously found sub-strings is determined. The strethes between any two onseutive substrings deter-mined above will have period length at most k2=2. Finally, if the olletion of aperiodistrings onstruted above has size less than 2k then the pattern is k-break periodi.The time taken by all rounds together will be O(m).A round is performed as follows. The portion of the pattern to the right of the lastaperiodi length k2 substring determined earlier is onsidered in this round (if this isthe �rst round, then the pattern is onsidered starting from its leftmost harater).The shortest pre�x s of this portion (see Fig.1) of the pattern with the followingproperties is determined: jsj � k2 and the length k2 suÆx of s is aperiodi. Thisomputation will take O(jsj) time and is desribed in the next paragraph. The lengthk2 suÆx of s is added to the olletion of disjoint aperiodi strings being onstruted.The total time taken over all rounds is learly O(m).It remains to show how s is determined in O(jsj) time. Let s0 denote the length k2pre�x of the above portion of the pattern. First, the period length Æ of s0 is determinedin O(k2) time (see property 1 above). If Æ > k2=2, then s = s0. Otherwise, theleftmost pattern harater p[i℄ to the right of s0 with the property that p[i℄ 6= p[i� Æ℄is determined; s is the extension of s0 up to and inluding p[i℄. The time taken aboveis learly O(jsj). By property 4, the length k2 suÆx of s is aperiodi, as required.Canonial Periods. Consider a periodi string uiv, where v is a pre�x of u, i � 2,and u is not yli. Note that all yli shifts of u are distint sine u is not yli. Theanonial period of uiv is the string y whih is the lexiographially smallest irularshift of u. Note that uiv an be written in a unique way as xyjz, where x is a suÆxof y and z is a pre�x of y. Also note that, given u, y an be determined in O(n) time(see property 1 above) and that y is ayli as well (see property 3 above).The following lemma about edit distane between periodi strings will be instru-



APPROXIMATE STRING MATCHING: A SIMPLER FASTER ALGORITHM 5mental in the design of our algorithm.Lemma 2.2. Consider two strings ui and xwjy of the same length, where x is asuÆx of w, y a pre�x of w, and u;w are anonial periods of their respetive strings.If juij = jxwjyj � k3 + k2 and juj; jwj � k22 , then the edit distane between these twostrings is at least k + 1, unless u = w.Proof. Suppose u 6= w. Note that i � 2(k + 1). There are two ases.First, suppose juj = jwj, u and w annot be yli shifts of eah other as they areboth anonial periods. It follows that eah ourrene of u must inur at least onemismath. The lemma follows in this ase.Seond, suppose juj 6= jwj. Partition ui into disjoint substrings of length juj+ jwj.There must be at least k + 1 suh substrings. In addition, there must be at leastone insertion/deletion/substitution in eah suh substring by property 2 above. Thelemma follows.3. Overview. The algorithm �rst determines if the pattern is k-break periodi.More spei�ally, it determines whether there is a olletion of 2k disjoint aperiodilength k2 substrings in the pattern. Two ases are onsidered next, depending uponwhether or not suh a olletion of substrings exists.The Sparse Case. If suh a olletion exists then Setion 4 desribes a sparsi�ationproedure that determines O(mk2 ) windows in the text, eah of size k, whih are theonly loations where pattern mathes an possibly begin. The mathes starting inthese windows are then found in O(m) time by a simple modi�ation of the Landau-Vishkin algorithm desribed in Setion 5.The k-break Periodi Case. On the other hand, if no suh olletion exists, thenthe pattern is k-break periodi. In this ase, in Setion 6, we show that all mathes ofthe pattern in the text must our in a portion of the text whih is k-break periodi.We also show how this portion an be found in O(m) time. In Setion 7, we showhow to �nd all ourrenes of k-break periodi patterns in k-break periodi texts inO(k6) time. This is improved to O(k4) time in Setion 8. This leads to an overallomplexity of O(nk4m + n+m) for this ase.4. Sparsi�ation. In this setion, we assume that the pattern has 2k disjointaperiodi length k2 substrings and that these substrings have been found. We allthese substrings breaks. We show how to determine O(mk2 ) text windows, eah of sizek, in whih potential mathes of the pattern an begin. This will take O(m) time.First, we �nd all exat ourrenes of eah of these 2k breaks in the text. Notethat these breaks have equal length. The time taken for this proedure is O(m) usinga standard multiple pattern mathing algorithm [AC75℄.Next, we partition the text into disjoint piees of size k2. Consider a partiularpiee t[i : : : j℄. We partition it into disjoint windows of size k eah. We will show howto determine at most 12 windows suh that any pattern math beginning in this pieemust begin in one of these windows.Note that at least k of the breaks must math exatly in any math of the pattern.Consider one partiular break x. As x is aperiodi, any two ourrenes of x in thetext are at least distane k2+12 apart. It is not hard to show that any pattern mathbeginning in t[i : : : j℄ with x mathing exatly must begin in one of 6 size k windowsin t[i : : : j℄ (see Fig.2). We an represent this fat by putting a mark for x on eah ofthese windows. For a math to begin in a partiular window, it must reeive a markfrom eah of at least k breaks. Sine eah break marks at most six windows, there



6 R. COLE AND R. HARIHARANx x x� k2+12k2Fig. 4.1. Windows whih are marked for x. Filled irles indiate marks. Eah instane of thepattern shown has x mathing exatly.are at most 12k marks in all and therefore, at most 12 windows in whih mathes anbegin.The veri�ation of mathes beginning in these windows is desribed next. Itshows how all pattern mathes beginning in a partiular text window of length l anbe found in time O(k(k+ l)). Thus all mathes beginning in a partiular text windowof length k an be found in O(k2) time. Then the time taken over all O(mk2 ) windowswill be O(m).5. The Landau-Vishkin Algorithm and Sparse Math Veri�ation. First,we give an overview of the Landau-Vishkin algorithm. Subsequently, we show howto �nd all pattern mathes beginning in a partiular text window of length l in timeO(k(k+ l)). We assume that the suÆx tree of the pattern and the text ombined hasbeen onstruted and proessed for Least Common Anestor queries [SV88℄ so thatthe longest ommon pre�x of any two suÆxes in the text/pattern an be determinedin O(1) time.5.1. The Landau-Vishkin Algorithm. We review the Landau-Vishkin algo-rithm in this setion. The lassial approah to solving approximate string mathingis to model it as a shortest paths problem on a graph de�ned on the entries of thefollowing matrix.Consider a matrix A[0 : : :m; 0 : : : 2m � 2k℄. A[i; j℄ will be the value of the bestmath of p[1 : : : i℄ with any suÆx of t[1 : : : j℄, for 1 � i � m; 1 � j � 2m � 2k. The0th row and olumn are dummies put in for tehnial reasons whih will beome learshortly.The Dependeny Graph. To determine the entries of A we de�ne a dependenygraph G with weighted edges as follows. For eah i � 1 and j � 1, there is a diretededge from A[i; j℄ to eah of A[i; j � 1℄; A[i � 1; j℄; A[i � 1; j � 1℄, with weights 1; 1; yrespetively, where y is 0 if t[j℄ = p[i℄ and 1 otherwise. In addition, there is an edgefrom A[i; 0℄ to A[i � 1; 0℄ with weight 1 and another from A[0; j℄ to A[0; j � 1℄ withweight 0, for eah i � 1 and eah j � 1.It is easy to see that the value of A[i; j℄ is the weight of the shortest path fromA[i; j℄ to A[0; 0℄.The Algorithm. This algorithm takes O(k) time for eah diagonal in A. Considera diagonal A[0 + �; j + �℄ (here , * takes values from 1 to m). For eah l = 1 : : : k, itomputes the bottommost vertex on this diagonal whose shortest path has weight l.This is done for eah l in sequene, eah point taking onstant time to ompute.Suppose the above has been done for a partiular value of l for all diagonals.Consider l + 1 now and the diagonal A[0 + �; j + �℄. The bottommost vertex withshortest path l + 1 on this diagonal is omputed in onstant time as follows. LetA[0 + a; j � 1 + a℄; A[0 + b; j + b℄; A[0 + ; j + 1 + ℄ be the bottommost verties ontheir respetive diagonals whose shortest paths have weight l (see Fig.3).
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A[0; j℄
A[0 + ; j + 1 + ℄A[0 + b; j + b℄

A[0 + e; j + e℄A[0 + a; j � 1 + a℄
Fig. 5.1. Finding the bottommost point on A[0 + �; j + �℄ with shortest path value l + 1.Consider the three points A[0+a; j+a℄; A[0+b+1; j+b+1℄; A[0++1; j++1℄, andtake the bottommost of these three points; all this bottommost point A[0+ d; j+ d℄.Next, �nd the bottommost point A[0 + e; j + e℄ suh that all the edges on the pathfrom A[0+e; j+e℄ to A[0+d; j+d℄ have weight 0. A[0+e; j+e℄ is the required point.The longest 0 weight path along a diagonal starting at any partiular point on thediagonal an be found in onstant time using a longest ommon pre�x omputation.5.2. Sparse Math Veri�ation. We show how to �nd all pattern mathesbeginning in a partiular text window t[i : : : i+ l� 1℄ of length l in time O(k(k + l)).In fat, our desription will show how to �nd pattern mathes ending in partiulartext window t[i : : : i+ l�1℄ of length l in time O(k(k+ l)). Pattern mathes beginningin the above window an be found using an analogous proedure (imagine reversingthe pattern and the text).Note that in order to determine pattern mathes ending in the above text window,it suÆes to determine the bottommost points whose shortest paths have weight k oneah of the diagonals A[0 + �; i�m+ �℄ : : : A[0 + �; i�m+ l � 1 + �℄. Let B denotethe band formed by these diagonals. Let B0 denote the band formed by the diagonalsA[1 + �; i�m� k + �℄ : : : A[1 + �; i�m+ l � 1 + k + �℄. The algorithm is based onthe following simple observation.Observation: If the shortest path of a point in B has weight at most k, then thisshortest path stays entirely within B0. This is true beause horizontal and vertialedges have weight 1 in G. The shortest path of a point in B0 � B might leave B0.However, to ompute shortest paths for points in B it is not neessary to omputeshortest paths of points in B0 � B orretly; rather, it suÆes to ompute shortestpaths using only edges in B0.There are O(k+ l) diagonals in B0. Running the Landau-Vishkin proedure takesO(k) time per diagonal, giving O(k(k + l)) time overall.Remark. Suppose we are given two strings s1; s2, whih are substrings of the pat-tern/text. Then note that the above proedure an easily be generalized to �nd theedit distanes of s2 with eah of the �(k) longest suÆxes of s1, in time O(k2). Eah



8 R. COLE AND R. HARIHARANsuh distane is determined orretly only if it is at most k. If it exeeds k, then thefat that it exeeds k is determined as well.Further, note that the above proedure an also be generalized to �nd, for eah ofthe �(k) longest suÆxes of s2, the edit distanes with eah of the �(k) longest suÆxesof s1, in time O(k2). As in the previous paragraph, eah suh distane is determinedorretly if it is at most k; otherwise, the fat that it exeeds k is determined.6. Text Proessing for K-Break Periodi Patterns. We assume that thepattern has at most 2k� 1 breaks, i.e., disjoint substrings of length k2, suh that thestrethes in between these breaks are periodi with period at most k2=2. We showhow to obtain a substring z of the text suh that z is k-break periodi (i.e., has atmost 10k � 2 breaks) and all potential mathes of the pattern lie ompletely withinz. This is done in O(m) time.Let x be the shortest text substring with its right end oiniding with the middleof the text and having 2(2k�1)+k+1 = 5k�1 disjoint aperiodi substrings of lengthk2. If no suh x exists then x is just the �rst half of the text. Let y be the shortestsubstring beginning in the middle of the text and having 5k � 1 disjoint aperiodisubstrings of length k2. If no suh y exists then y is just the seond half of the text.We laim that all pattern mathes must lie within z = xy.Suppose a math of the pattern has its left end to the left of x. Reall that thetext has length 2m � 2k. Then, this pattern ourrene must touh or overlap theboundary of x and y and therefore, it must overlap the whole of x (otherwise, morethan k insertions/deletions would be required). But x has 5k � 1 disjoint aperiodisubstrings of length k2 and at most 2(2k � 1) of them an overlap breaks in thepattern; the remaining k + 1 (or more) aperiodi text substrings of length k2 mustinur at least one mismath eah (beause an aperiodi substring of length k2 whenaligned with a periodi streth with period length at most k2=2 must inur at leastone mismath; also see Fig.1). Therefore, the pattern annot math in the aboveon�guration, a ontradition. Similarly, it an be shown that the pattern annotmath with its right end to the right of y.Determining x; y: This is done in O(m) time using an algorithm similar to thealgorithm in Lemma 2.1.7. Finding Mathes of K-Break Periodi Patterns. In this setion, weassume that both the text and the pattern are k-break periodi. Reall that there areat most 2k � 1 (10k � 2, respetively) disjoint aperiodi length k2 substrings in thepattern (text, respetively) suh that the strethes between them are periodi withperiod length at most k22 . Reall that these substrings are alled breaks.7.1. The O(k6) Algorithm.. First, we lassify all potential mathes into twoategories. The �rst ategory ontains potential mathes in whih some break in thepattern or some endpoint in the pattern is within distane 2(k3 + k2) + k2 from thebeginning or end of some break or endpoint in the text. The remaining potentialmathes are in the seond ategory.7.1.1. The First Category. Note that mathes in the �rst ategory must beginin one of O(k2) windows, eah of size O(k3). All mathes in these windows an befound using the algorithm in Setion 5 in O(k6) time. It remains to �nd mathes inthe seond ategory.7.1.2. The Seond Category. Note that all potential mathes in the seondategory also begin in one of O(k2) windows. Within eah window, the order in whih



APPROXIMATE STRING MATCHING: A SIMPLER FASTER ALGORITHM 9vu wbreaksFig. 7.1. An interval. a breakan interval
Fig. 7.2. Plaement of a portion of the pattern in the seond ategory.the various text and pattern intervals appear from left to right remains the same. Theproblem is that these windows ould be long. Consider one suh window.De�nitions. We need to form intervals in the text and the pattern before proeeding.First, we forms groups of breaks in the pattern and the text. A group is a maximalsequene of breaks suh that the periodi streth between neighboring breaks haslength less than 2(k3+k2)+k2. An interval is a substring whih inludes all breaks ina group and extends on either side by a further amount desribed below. Let u denotethe anonial period of the streth to the left and let w denote the anonial periodof the streth to the right. On the left side, the interval extends to the least distanebetween k3 + k2 and k3 + k2 + k22 so as to have an integral number of ourrenes ofu (see Fig.4). On the right side, the interval extends to the least distane betweenk3+k2 and k3+k2+ k22 so as to have an integral number of ourrenes of w. Note thatthere are at least 2(k + 1) ourrenes of the anonial period on either side. Thus,eah interval an be written in anonial form as uivwj , where juij; jwj j � k3 + k2,i; j � 2(k+1) and u;w are not yli. We all u the lp (left anonial period) of thisinterval and w the rp (right anonial period).Note that there are potentially two exeptions to the rules above, namely the �rstand the last intervals in the pattern/text. The leftmost interval may be terminated bythe left end of the pattern/text and therefore, may not satisfy juij � k3+k2. Similarly,the rightmost interval may be terminated by the right end of the pattern/text andtherefore, may not satisfy jwj j � k3+k2. Prematurely terminated intervals are alledinomplete; others are alled omplete.The ase when the pattern has only one interval, whih is inomplete on boththe left and the right needs to be treated as a speial ase. We will address this aselater. Until then, assume that eah interval in the pattern is omplete either on theright or on the left.Properties of Seond Category Mathes. Note that in all mathes in this ate-gory, an interval or endpoint in the pattern (text, respetively) annot overlap or touh



10 R. COLE AND R. HARIHARANtp AnIntervalu Fig. 7.3. Loked Intervals.an interval in the text (pattern, respetively). This is beause the period length ofany periodi streth is at most k22 and if suh an overlap ours then some break orendpoint in the text would be distane at most 2(k3 + k2) + k2 from some break orendpoint in the pattern. Further, in all mathes in this ategory, the endpoints of aninterval will be loked, i.e., in alignment with the anonial periods in the overlap-ping periodi streth (see Fig.6), as is proved in the following lemmas. This propertyenables us to proess this ategory eÆiently.Lemma 7.1. The pattern has a seond ategory math only if the lp's andrp's of all pattern intervals (exept possibly the lp of the �rst interval, in ase it isinomplete on the left, and the rp of the last interval, in ase it is inomplete on theright) and of all text intervals overlapping the pattern are idential (denoted by, say,u). In addition, in any seond ategory math of the pattern, all periodi strethes inthe text (pattern, respetively) overlapping intervals in the pattern (text, respetively)must have anonial period u.Proof. First, onsider the �rst part of the lemma. Order the intervals involved inthis math (i.e., all pattern intervals and all text intervals overlapping the pattern)from left to right in order of ourrene. We show that the rp of one interval s1 inthis sequene is idential to the lp of the next interval s2 in this sequene. Further,if interval s in this sequene is either omplete or in the text, we show that the lpand rp of s are idential. The �rst part of the lemma follows.Let u denote the rp of s1 and w denote the lp of s2. Note that juj; jwj � k22 .Further, the suÆx of s1 whih is yli in u has length at least k3 + k2 and likewisefor the pre�x of s2 whih is yli in w.There are two ases for showing that the rp of s1 is idential to the lp of s2.First, suppose both intervals are in the pattern. Then they are both overlapped by aperiodi streth in the text with anonial period, say, x. But by Lemma 2.2, x = uand x = w. Therefore, u = w, as required. Seond, suppose s1 is in the text and s2 isin the pattern (the ase when s1 is in the pattern and s2 is in the text is symmetri).Then s1 is overlapped in the pattern by a streth with anonial period w. By Lemma2.2, u = w, as required.Next, suppose s is in the text or is omplete. We show that its lp and rp areidential. First, note that s will be omplete in either ase (i.e., if the pattern overlapsthe �rst/last text interval and this interval is inomplete, then this math is in the�rst ategory). Assume that s is a omplete interval in the text (the ase when s isa omplete interval in the pattern is similar). Let u be the lp of s and v the rp.Sine s is omplete, the pre�x of s whih is yli in u has length at least k3 + k2 asdoes the suÆx of s whih is yli in v. Note that juj; jvj � k22 . The portion of thepattern overlapping s is periodi with anonial period, say, x. Then, by Lemma 2.2,x = v = u, as required.Now, onsider the seond part of the lemma. Consider a periodi streth in thetext having anonial period, say, w, whih overlaps an interval s in the pattern.Assume that s is omplete on the right (a similar proof holds for the ase when s is



APPROXIMATE STRING MATCHING: A SIMPLER FASTER ALGORITHM 11omplete on the left; any interval must be omplete either on the right or on the left,by our assumption above). Note that juj; jwj � k22 . Further, the suÆx of s whihis yli in u has length at least k3 + k2. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that u = w.A similar proof holds for the ase of a periodi streth with anonial period w inthe pattern overlapping an interval s in the text (as stated earlier in this proof, s isneessarily omplete in this ase).Lemma 7.2. Consider a math of the pattern in the seond ategory. Considerany interval s involved in this math (i.e., all pattern intervals and all text intervalsoverlapping the pattern). If s is omplete on the left and has lp u then the portionsof the text and pattern between s and the next interval (text or pattern; if there is nosuh interval, then onsider the endpoint) to the left have suÆx u and inur no ostfor edits. If s is omplete on the right and has rp u then the portions of the text andpattern between s and the next interval (text or pattern; if there is no suh interval,then onsider the endpoint) to the right have pre�x u and inur no ost for edits.Proof. We show that if s is omplete on the left and has lp u then the portionsof the text and pattern between s and the next interval (text or pattern; if there is nosuh interval, then onsider the endpoint) to the left have suÆx u and inur no ostfor edits. The other ase is symmetri. We assume that s ours in the pattern. Thease when it ours in the text is similar.Reall from the de�nition of intervals that there are at least 2(k+1) ourrenesof u at the beginning of s. Some instane of u in s amongst the rightmost k+1 suhinstanes must math the text exatly. There are two ases now.First, suppose there are no intervals to the left of s involved in the above seondategory math. Then the portion of the pattern to the left of (and inluding) theabove exat math of u has the form vui, where v is a suÆx of u. Therefore, theportion of the text whih overlaps the above portion of the pattern is also periodiwith anonial period u (for an exat math of u ours within s and the portion ofthe text overlapping s is part of a periodi streth with anonial period u, by Lemma7.1). The lemma follows from the fat that u is a pre�x of s.Next, suppose there is an interval to the left of s involved in the above seondategory math. Let s0 be the rightmost suh interval. By Lemma 7.1, the rp ofs0 must also be u. As before, some instane of u in s amongst the rightmost k + 1instanes must math the pattern exatly. Similarly, some instane of u in s0 amongstthe leftmost k + 1 instanes must math the pattern exatly. The portions of thepattern and the text between the above two exat mathes of u are both yli inu. The number of edit operations in these portions is at least the di�erene in theirlengths and is at most k. This number only redues if all these edits are transferredso that they our at the right end of these portions. Sine there are at most k suhedits, all of them will now appear either within s or the portion of the text overlappings. It follows that the portion of the text starting from the above mathing instane ofu in s0 and extending up to (but not inluding) the loation aligned with the startingharater of s mathes the pattern exatly and is yli in u, as required.De�nition. For eah interval of length l, de�ne its loked edit distane to be theminimum over all g, h0 � g � h, of the edit distane between this interval and ug.Here, h is the number suh that juj(h� 1) < l + k � jujh and h0 is the number suhthat juj(h0� 1) < l� k � jujh0. We ompute the loked edit distane for eah intervalin the text and the pattern. Here, note that this distane is needed only if it is atmost k. So we will only ompute this distane if it is at most k. This omputationtakes O(k3) time as there are O(k) intervals, and for eah interval, the algorithm



12 R. COLE AND R. HARIHARANgiven in Setion 5 will take O(k2) time (essentially, the shortest paths from ertainpoints lying on some of at most 2k+1 diagonals need to be determined if these pathshave ost at most k).We need speial handling for inomplete intervals. Note that inomplete intervalsin the text do not play a role in seond ategory mathes (i.e., if the pattern overlapsthe �rst/last text interval and this interval is inomplete, then this math is in the�rst ategory). For the up to 2 inomplete intervals in the pattern, we need to rede�neloked edit distane as follows.If the rightmost interval in the pattern is inomplete on the right, its loked editdistane is the the minimum edit distane between this interval and some pre�x of uh,where, h is the number suh that juj(h� 1) < l+ k � jujh. If the leftmost interval inthe pattern is inomplete on the left, its loked edit distane is the the minimum editdistane between this interval and some suÆx of uh, where h is the number suh thatjuj(h� 1) < l+ k � jujh. As before, these loked edit distanes need to be omputedonly if they do not exeed k. This an be done in O(k2) time using the algorithm inSetion 5 (see the remarks at the end of that setion).Corollary 7.3. The edit distane between the pattern and the text for a seondategory math is just the sum of the loked edit distanes over all pattern intervalsand all text intervals overlapped by the pattern.Proof. Consider any seond ategory math. By Lemma 7.1, eah interval in thepattern is aligned with a periodi streth in the text whih is yli in u. Similarly,eah interval in the text overlapped by the pattern is aligned with a periodi strethin the pattern whih is yli in u. From Lemma 7.2, it follows that eah ompleteinterval in the pattern (text, respetively) is aligned with a string in the text (pattern,respetively) whih is yli in u. Further, an inomplete interval in the pattern whihis omplete on the right (left, respetively) is aligned with a string in the text whih isperiodi with period u and has suÆx (pre�x, respetively) u (note that if the endpointof the text were loser, preventing a suÆx of u, this would be a �rst ategory math).The orollary follows from the de�nition of loked edit distane.Remark. Our aim is to determine all loations in the text where mathes of the pat-tern begin. Consider any seond ategory math. Reall from the last paragraph ofthe proof of Lemma 7.2 that edits in this math an be transferred to within patternand text intervals (or to within portions in the text and pattern, respetively, over-lapping these intervals) without inreasing the edit distane. This transfer will nothange the starting point of the math in the text, exept when the edits transferredare to the left of the leftmost interval (pattern or text, whihever is �rst). Therefore,edits to the left of the leftmost interval will have to be treated di�erently while deter-mining the starting points of the various mathes. Next, we show how these startingpoints an be determined in time O(k4) plus the number of mathes.Algorithm for Seond Category Mathes. All loked edit distanes are omputedin O(k3) time as above. Reall from the beginning of this setion that all seondategory mathes begin in one of O(k2) windows. Consider one suh window. Thepattern ours in this window if and only if the sum of the loked edit distanes of therelevant intervals is at most k. The preise neessary and suÆient onditions for thepattern to our starting at a partiular text loation i in this window are desribednext.Note that �xing the window under onsideration also �xes the left to right se-quene of text and pattern intervals involved in mathes in this window. Consider theleftmost interval (pattern or text, whihever is �rst). There are two ases, depending



APPROXIMATE STRING MATCHING: A SIMPLER FASTER ALGORITHM 13upon whether this interval is in the pattern or in the text. We onsider eah ase inturn. In eah ase, we show that the total time taken to output all mathes in thiswindow is O(k2) plus the number of mathes.Case 1. First, onsider the ase when this interval is in the pattern. Let x be thepre�x of the pattern up to and inluding the right end of this interval. Reall fromLemma 7.2 that x must be aligned with a text substring with period u and havingsuÆx u, in any math in this window. Let u0 be a proper suÆx of u suh thatthe substring of the text beginning at loation i has the form u0 followed by severalourrenes of u. Let leftval be de�ned as the the minimum edit distane betweenx and some string y with the following property: y begins with u0, ends with u, hasanonial period u, and jxj � k � jyj � jxj + k. The pattern ours starting at textloation i if and only if leftval plus the loked edit distane of all other pattern andtext intervals involved in mathes in this window sum to at most k.It remains to desribe how leftval is determined in this ase. We ompute theedit distanes of x and eah of the 2k +1 longest suÆxes of the unique string havinganonial period u, suÆx u, and length jxj + k. This takes O(k2) time using thealgorithm in Setion 5 (see the remarks at the end of that setion). For any relevantloation i, leftval is easily determined in onstant time from this information.Case 2. Seond, onsider the ase when the leftmost interval is a text interval. Let xbe the substring of the text starting from loation i and extending up to and inludingthe right end of this interval. Reall from Lemma 7.2 that x must be aligned witha pattern substring with period u and having suÆx u, in any math in this window.Let u0 be a proper suÆx of u suh that the pattern begins with u0 followed by severalourrenes of u. Let leftval be de�ned as the the minimum edit distane betweenx and some string y with the following properties: y begins with u0, ends with u, hasanonial period u, and jxj � k � jyj � jxj + k. The pattern ours starting at textloation i if and only if leftval plus the loked edit distane of all other pattern andtext intervals involved in mathes in this window sum to at most k.leftval is determined as follows for this ase. Note that x depends on the valueof i and that there are too many values of i whih need to be onsidered. The keyto fast omputation of leftval in this ase is that the i's an be partitioned intoO(k) equivalene lasses based on their o�sets with respet to the anonial periodu. Spei�ally, if the left end of the pattern is shifted by distane k, then the editdistane, if no more than k, is unhanged (so long as the left end of the patternremains in the window in question). For the left end of I has at least 2(k+1) disjointourenes of u; one of them is aligned with a opy of u in the pattern. A shift of thepattern left end by k units to the right an be thought of as removing this opy of ufrom the text, thereby leaving the edit distane unhanged.We perform the following omputation. Let z denote the suÆx of u of lengthju0j+k, if juj � ju0j+k, and the string u, otherwise. Let x0 be formed by onatenatingz with the leftmost interval (whih is a text interval in this ase). Let y0 denote thestring with anonial period u, suÆx u, and length jx0j+ k. For eah of the k longestsuÆxes of x0, we �nd the edit distanes with eah of the 3k longest suÆxes of y0.This takes O(k2) time using the algorithm in Setion 5. (In fat, we are really onlyinterested in suÆxes of y0 with pre�x u0.) For any relevant text loation i, leftval iseasily determined in onstant time from this information.Let u00 be that proper suÆx of u suh that the text substring starting at loationi has pre�x u00 followed by several ourrenes of u. From Lemma 7.2, we note that ifjuj � ju0j+ k and leftval is at most k, then ju00j � ju0j+ k. Consider that suÆx x00 of



14 R. COLE AND R. HARIHARANx0 whih has the form u00 followed by the leftmost interval. We laim that if leftvalis at most k then it equals the minimum edit distane of x00 with a suÆx y00 of y0whose size is within k of x00 and whih begins with u0. To see this, the following threeobservations suÆe. First, x an be obtained from x00 and y from y00 by insertingstrings yli in u. Seond, the leftmost interval is a suÆx of both x; x00 and has atleast 2(k + 1) disjoint ourrenes of u at its left end. Third, in any approximatemath of x and y of value at most k, all but k of the various disjoint ourrenes ofu must math exatly; the same is true of any approximate math of x00; y00 of valueat most k.The Speial Case. We onsider the ase when there is only one interval in thepattern and it is inomplete in both diretions. Thus the whole pattern is a singleinterval. In a seond ategory math, the entire pattern is overlapped by a singleperiodi streth in the text with anonial period, say w, of length at most k22 . Clearly,in this situation, it suÆes to �nd mathes beginning in any window of length jwj; allseond ategory mathes in whih the pattern is ompletely aligned with the periodistreth with anonial period w an be interpreted from this information as in theprevious paragraph. All mathes beginning in a window of length jwj � k22 an befound in O(k3) time using the algorithm in Setion 5.8. The O(k4) Algorithm. Reall that the pattern is k-break periodi. However,the periods of the periodi strethes between various pairs of onseutive breaks ouldbe di�erent. Suppose the pattern has at most 2k�1 and the text has at most 10k�2bad segments of length at most 4juj eah, suh that the strethes between two adjaentbad segments are yli with anonial period u, for some string u. Suh texts andpatterns are alled even more periodi. First, we will show how to handle patternsand texts whih are not even more periodi in O(k4) time. The even more periodiase is the hardest and is handled in Setion 8.1.The following steps are performed to determine whether or not the pattern iseven more periodi, and to proess it in ase it is not.Step 1. Reall that the periodi strethes in the pattern ould have distint periods.We hoose a multiset U of disjoint substrings u21; : : : ; u22k+1 of the pattern as follows.The periodi strethes in the pattern are onsidered in non-inreasing order of periodlength. For a partiular streth with anonial period, say, v, all (or as many asneessary to ahieve the desired ardinality of 2k + 1) disjoint ourrenes of v2 in itare added to U . This proedure ontinues until U has exatly 2k+1 substrings in it.Sine the pattern is assumed to have length at least 5k3 (see beginning of Setion 2),2k + 1 suh substrings always exist (reall all periods have length at most k2=2, andthe total length of breaks is at most 2k3). Let w denote u2k+1.There are two ases now. If jwj � k then nothing is done in this step. Supposejwj > k. Then we show how to obtain O( mjwj) windows, eah of size k, in whih patternmathes an begin. In fat, we show something stronger, namely, in any window ofsize jwj in the text, there are only a onstant number of the above windows of size kin whih pattern mathes an begin.All ourrenes of the u2i 's in the text are found in linear time using a standardmultiple pattern mathing algorithm [AC75℄. Next, the text is partitioned into disjointwindows of size k eah. Note that two ourrenes of u2i in the text our at leastdistane juij apart (sine ui is a anonial period and therefore not yli; see property2 in Setion 2 as well). Pattern mathes in whih u2i mathes exatly must thereforebegin in O( mjuij ) = O( mjwj) windows; this is represented by putting a mark for u2i on



APPROXIMATE STRING MATCHING: A SIMPLER FASTER ALGORITHM 15eah suh window. Over all strings in U , the total number of marks put is at most(2k+1)� 2m�2kjwj (the size of the text is 2m�2k) and only windows with at least k+1marks an have pattern mathes beginning in them. It follows that pattern mathesan begin in only O( mjwj) windows of size k eah. In addition, any two windows whihare more than distane k apart and whih reeive k+1 marks eah must both reeivea mark for some u2i . Sine any two ourrenes of u2i our at least distane juij � jwjapart, any two windows whih are more than distane k apart and whih reeive k+1marks eah must atually be distane at least w � 2k apart. It follows that in anywindow of size jwj in the text, there are only a onstant number of the above windowsof size k in whih pattern mathes an begin. The total time taken is O(m).We now inlude all ourrenes of all ui's whih are not idential to w as breaks in thepattern. The number of breaks in the pattern is still O(k), eah break being O(k2) inlength. In addition, all periodi strethes have period lengths at most jwj. In the text,all periodi strethes with period lengths more than jwj are partitioned into disjointsubstrings of length k2; these substrings are also inluded as breaks. Note that onesubstring in eah streth ould have length less than k2; this substring is just mergedwith the next break to the right. So the text has several breaks now, eah of lengthbetween k2 and 2k2. Now, as in Setion 6, the text is trimmed so that it has only O(k)breaks. The key property used in this trimming is that any break when aligned with aperiodi streth in the pattern (whih now has period length at most jwj) must inurat least one mismath. Thus, both the pattern and the text now have O(k) breaksof length O(k2) eah, with all intervening periodi strethes having period length atmost jwj.Step 2. We partition p into disjoint piees of length 2jwj. A piee-substring is asubstring beginning and ending at piee boundaries. A piee-substring is homoge-neous if at least three-fourths of the piees in it have the same anonial period; it isheterogeneous otherwise.Step 2: Case 1. If there exists a heterogeneous piee-substring of length 2jwj�(4k+1)in the pattern, then this piee-substring must overlap a break in the text in any mathof the pattern. This is beause any alignment of this piee-substring with a periodistreth (whih now has period length at most jwj) is guaranteed to give at least k+1mismathes (at least k + 1 piees will have a anonial period di�erent from theanonial period of the periodi streth).A heterogeneous piee-substring, if one exists, an be found in O(m) time. Inaddition, if suh a piee-substring exists then all mathes of the pattern must beginin O(k) windows, eah of size O(k2 + kjwj). If jwj � k then the total size of thesewindows is O(k3) and all mathes beginning in these windows an be found in O(k4)time using the algorithm in Setion 5. If jwj > k, then these windows an be furtherre�ned by taking intersetions with the windows obtained in Step 1 (reall, patternmathes begin in only O(1) length k windows in any length jwj window) to give O(k2)windows eah of size O(k). Thus the total time taken to �nd all mathes using thealgorithm in Setion 5 is O(k � k2 � k) = O(k4) in this ase as well.Step 2: Case 2. Suppose there is no heterogeneous piee-substring of length 2jwj �(4k + 1) in the pattern. Then 3/4ths of the piees in every piee-substring of length2jwj � (4k+ 1) have the same anonial period, u say, juj � jwj. Any periodi strethwhih has anonial period di�erent from u has length less than 2jwj(k +1)+ 4jwj =2jwj(k+3), otherwise, there would be least k+1 omplete piees ourring ontiguously



16 R. COLE AND R. HARIHARANwithin this periodi streth, eah having anonial period di�erent from u; any piee-substring of length 2jwj�(4k+1) ontaining these piees would then be heterogeneous.We now make eah periodi streth in the pattern whih has a anonial perioddi�erent from u and length at least 2jwj a break (this is in addition to the existingbreaks). Periodi strethes in the pattern with anonial periods di�erent from uand length less than 2jwj are appended to the next breaks to the right. Thus, thepattern now has O(k) breaks, eah of length O(jwjk+k2) and all intervening periodistrethes have period u.In the text, we rede�ne the breaks as follows. All existing breaks ontinue tobe breaks. Reall that eah of these has length between k2 and 2k2. Call thesebreaks lass 1 breaks. All periodi strethes with anonial period di�erent from ualso beome breaks now; all these breaks lass 2 breaks. Next, both lasses of breaksare together reorganized into a new set of breaks so that eah resulting break haslength at least 4jwjk + 2k2 and at most 2(4jwjk + 2k2); this reorganization involveslubbing together existing breaks to form new breaks by inluding intervening stringsand extending at the ends, or alternatively, partitioning a break into smaller breaks,if neessary. The length restritions on the resulting breaks imply that the abovereorganization allows for eah lass 1 break to be ontained ompletely inside someresulting break; further, if a lass 2 break is broken down and distributed over severalresulting breaks, then eah substring into whih it is broken down has length at least2jwj. Then, eah resulting break ontains one of the following (below, the �rst twoases relate to those resulting breaks whih inlude a lass 1 break and the thirdrelates to those resulting breaks whih are derived from lass 2 breaks):1. A length k2 aperiodi substring (these were the original breaks).2. A substring with period length more than jwj and having at least two on-seutive ourrenes of the anonial period (see the new breaks de�ned justbefore Step 2; also reall that jwj � k22 ). Clearly, this anonial period willbe di�erent from u.3. A substring of length 2jwj with period length at most jwj and anonial perioddi�erent from u, juj � jwj.Now, as in Setion 6, the text is trimmed so that the total number of breaks ineah half of the text is O(k). The key property used in this trimming is that any textbreak when aligned with a periodi streth with anonial period u in the patternmust inur at least one mismath. This holds beause of the properties listed above.Thus, both the pattern and the text now have O(k) breaks of length O(k2 + jwjk)eah, with all intervening periodi strethes having anonial period u.Now onsider those substrings of the pattern of length 2juj whih do not haveanonial period u. There are two subases now.First, suppose there are at least 2k suh disjoint substrings. Then at least k ofthese substrings must math exatly in any math of the pattern. For suh a substringto math exatly, it must be aligned with a text substring whih is not a periodistreth of u's. Reall that the text has O(k) breaks and that all intervening periodistrethes have anonial period u. It follows that there are O(k) windows in whihpossible mathes of the pattern an begin, eah window having length O(jwjk + k2).If jwj � k then all these mathes an be found in O(k � k2 � k) = O(k4) time usingthe algorithm is Setion 5. And if jwj > k then eah of the above windows of sizeO(jwjk+k2) an be further re�ned by taking intersetions with the windows obtainedin Step 1 to get O(k2) windows of size O(k) eah; the O(k4) time bound follows inthis ase as well.



APPROXIMATE STRING MATCHING: A SIMPLER FASTER ALGORITHM 17The seond subase arises when there are fewer than 2k disjoint substrings oflength 2juj with anonial period di�erent from u in the pattern. As in Setion 6,the text an now be trimmed so that it has at most 10k � 2 of these. Clearly, allstrethes in the text and in the pattern between the above substrings are periodiwith anonial period u (this follows from the fat that if two substrings, both havinglength 2juj and anonial period u, overlap in juj loations, then their union also hasanonial period u, by de�nition). Next, by extending eah substring of length 2jujwith anonial period di�erent from u on either side, the intervening strethes anbe made yli in u (earlier they were just periodi with anonial period u, but notneessarily yli); the length of eah suh substring an go up to 4juj in the proess.Our text and pattern are now both even more periodi (de�ned at the beginning ofthis setion).8.1. The O(k4) Algorithm for the Even More Periodi Case. To geta faster algorithm, we have to de�ne intervals whih have stronger properties thanthose de�ned in Setion 7. We de�ne an interval in the pattern (text, respetively) tobe a set of disjoint substrings of the pattern (text, respetively). Roughly speaking,intervals are formed by extending bad segments (substrings of length between 2jujand 4juj whih do not have anonial period u) at either end while skipping overother intervals. Intervals will always have the property that they end in at least one,possibly more, ourrenes of the period u at eah end. The span of an interval isthe substring between and inluding the leftmost and the rightmost haraters in theinterval. In ontrast to the intervals de�ned in Setion 7, spans of intervals de�nedhere ould be nested one inside the other.Reall the de�nition of loking from Fig.6. We say that an interval in the pattern(text, respetively) loks in a partiular alignment if the portion of the text (pattern,respetively), if any, with whih this interval is aligned is a yli repetition of u.Our strategy will be to identify intervals in the pattern and the text with totallength O(kjuj), with eah interval having length at least 2juj. These intervals willhave the following property: in any math of the pattern, either some pattern intervaloverlaps some text interval, or all the pattern and text intervals are loked.All mathes in the �rst ategory learly our in at most O(k2) windows, eahof length maxfk; jujg. If juj � k then the total length of all these windows is O(k3)and all mathes in these windows an be found in O(k4) time using the algorithmin Setion 5. If juj > k, then reall that juj � jwj, that potential mathes of thepattern have been determined in Step 1, and that there are only a onstant number ofwindows of length k within any length jwj window in whih these mathes an begin.It follows that all mathes must again begin in O(k2) windows eah of length O(k);these mathes an again be found in O(k4) time.Mathes in the seond ategory will also our in O(k2) windows, but of largersize. Whether or not the pattern mathes in one suh window will depend upon theloked edit distane of some of the intervals de�ned. These mathes will be easy to�nd. In partiular, if the pattern mathes at a partiular position in this window thenit will math at all positions whih are shifts of multiples of juj from this position inthis window.8.2. De�ning Intervals. We show how the pattern is proessed. The text isproessed similarly.We de�ne intervals to ontain all suÆiently small strings that are not repetitionsof string u. More spei�ally, an interval I will be a string with a 2i-fold repetition ofstring u at either end, for a suitable i. The best math of I with a string uk, (ukj � jI j),



18 R. COLE AND R. HARIHARANfor suitable k will be in loked alignment. Intervals are hosen to minimize i in a sensemade preise below. Further, the intervals are hosen so that in any math in whihthe intervals in the text and pattern do not overlap, the intervals are all in lokedalignment.We de�ne intervals as follows in O(log k) rounds. In eah round, a set of partiallyformed intervals inherited from the previous round is proessed. These intervals willbe disjoint from eah other. Some of the intervals being proessed in the urrent roundwill be fully formed at the end of this round; these will not be proessed in subsequentrounds. The remaining intervals will be proessed further in the subsequent rounds.The �rst round begins with a minimal olletion of disjoint intervals, alled initialintervals, where eah initial interval is just a bad segment (de�ned at the beginningof Setion 8.1). Reall that the portions of the string between the initial intervals areyli in u. The following proedure is performed in eah round i, i � 1.2i-Extending Interval I. For eah partially formed interval I being proessed inthe urrent round i, a 2i-extension is determined as below. Starting from the left endof I , walk to the left skipping over any substrings in fully formed intervals until eitheranother partially formed interval is reahed or 2i instanes of u have been enountered.The same proedure is repeated at the right end. The substrings walked over in thisproess (ignore the substrings skipped over) along with the substrings in I togetheronstitute the 2i-extension of I .An interval I proessed in round i is said to be suessful in this round if, afterextension, it does not overlap or touh another extended interval on both the left andon the right.Finally, we form new intervals by taking a union of the various extended intervals.Eah new interval omprises maximal olletions of extended intervals above suh thatonseutive extended intervals in eah olletion overlap or touh eah other. Thus,if two extended intervals overlap or touh then they beome part of the same intervalnow. Eah new interval omprises exatly those pattern positions whih belong toone of the extended intervals in the orresponding maximal olletion of extendedintervals. Of these new intervals, some will be fully formed, as desribed in the nextparagraph. Those whih are not fully formed will be arried over to the next round.Condition for Full-Formedness. Eah interval will have an i-nested ost to bede�ned below. Those intervals I whose span has loked edit distane (with respet tou) at most 2i plus the i-nested ost of I will be fully formed at the end of this round;the remaining intervals will be proessed again in the next round.De�nitions. The i-urrent ost of an interval I whih is proessed in round i is theloked edit distane of the span of I with respet to u, if it is fully formed by theend of round i, and 2i plus its i-nested ost, if it is not yet fully formed at the end ofround i. The �nal ost of an interval is its urrent ost at the end of the last roundor its loked edit distane (with respet to u) if it is fully formed. The i-nested ostof I is the sum of the �nal osts of the fully formed intervals whih were skipped overwhile forming I and the (i�1)-urrent osts of those partially formed intervals whihare nested within I and were unsuessful in round i. As the base ase, we de�ne the0-urrent ost of an initial interval to be 1. Lemma 8.1 desribes the motivation forthe above de�nitions.Lemma 8.1. For all i � 0, the i-urrent ost of an interval I proessed in roundi is a lower bound on the ost of aligning the span s of I with a periodi streth ofu's.



APPROXIMATE STRING MATCHING: A SIMPLER FASTER ALGORITHM 19Proof. Consider a least ost math of s in a periodi streth of u's. If i = 0, thenthe lemma follows from the fat that initial intervals have anonial periods di�erentfrom u and therefore inur at least one mismath. So assume that i > 0.Note that s has 2i ourrenes of u at either end, possibly interspersed withintervals fully formed before round i. Some or all of these ourrenes of u in s ouldbe out of alignment with u's in text. If all these ourrenes of u at the left end orat the right end are out of alignment then the ost of aligning s is at least 2i plus,indutively, the i-nested ost. On the other hand, if at least one ourrene of u oneither side aligns, then we laim that all ourrenes of u further to the extremes ofs from these two ourrenes align as well. This is beause the portions of s outsidethese two ourrenes of u onsist only of u's and other fully formed intervals, andfully formed intervals, by indution, ost at least (and, of ourse, at most) their lokededit distane. Therefore, the ost of the best math of s is the same as its loked editdistane with respet to u. The laim now follows from the fat that the i-urrentost of I is the smaller of this distane and 2i + i-nested ost.Termination Conditions for the Rounds. The ith round is the last round if thesum of the i-urrent osts of those intervals whih are obtained in round i and are notnested inside other intervals and the sum of the �nal osts of those intervals that arefully formed earlier and not nested inside other intervals (we all both these kinds ofintervals together �nal intervals) exeeds k, or if all intervals are fully formed. Whenthe sum of the above osts is more than k, all mathes of the pattern must have someinterval in the text overlapping or touhing some interval in the pattern. Clearly,the number of rounds is O(log k). The ost of proessing a round, i.e., extendingand omputing the osts, is O(k3) (eah of up to O(k) intervals requires a lokededit distane alulation and eah alulation is performed in O(k2) time using thealgorithm desribed in Setion 5). This an be redued to O(k2) time, by performingthe edit distane alulations more arefully, keeping in mind that the olletive errorthat an be tolerated over all edit distane alulations is k. However, the bound ofO(k3) per round suÆes to ahieve our �nal bound of O(k4).Remark on the Text. A similar formation of intervals is done in the text, exeptthat interval formation ontinues until eah interval is either fully formed or log k+1rounds are done, whihever is sooner.Speial Cases. The above interval formation algorithm needs to be suitably modi�edto aount for the endpoints of the text and the pattern. We will very briey skeththe speial handling of intervals whih enounter premature termination at either theleft or the right end. Consider an interval whih is prematurely terminated on theleft. Intervals prematurely terminated on the right are handled similarly. In futurerounds, this interval will be extended only to the right, until it is fully formed. Reallthat full-formedness is related to the loked edit distane of span of the interval (withrespet to u). The loked edit distane for suh intervals is de�ned as in Setion 7(i.e., the span of this interval need not be aligned with a yli string of u's but witha string whose anonial period is u and whih has suÆx u).Interval Lengths. We need the following lemma before desribing the remainder ofthe algorithm.Lemma 8.2. The length of the span s of an interval I obtained in round i is atmost 8juj�i-urrent ost of I.Proof. Consider the various initial intervals J in s. For eah suh initial intervalJ , onsider the interval intj(J) whih is the unique interval proessed in round j



20 R. COLE AND R. HARIHARANwhose span ontains J . There may not be suh an interval, of ourse. J is said tobe alive in round j if it is the leftmost (rightmost, respetively) initial interval inintj(J) at the beginning of round j and intj(J) hasn't yet reahed the left endpoint(right endpoint, respetively). Let the last round in whih J is alive be denoted bylast(J). The ontribution of J to s is de�ned to be the sum of the lengths of all thestrings involved in extending the intervals int1(J); : : : ; intlast(J)(J), plus the length ofJ itself. Clearly, the length of s is at most the sum of the lengths of the ontributionsof the various initial intervals in s.The ontribution of J is at most 2� (Plast(J)l=1 2l)� juj+ jJ j � 2(2last(J)+1�2)juj+4juj � 2 � 2last(J)+1 � juj, if last(J) 6= 0, and jJ j � 4juj, otherwise. The (last(J)� 1)-urrent ost of intlast(J)�1(J) is at least 2last(J)�1 plus its (last(J)� 1)-nested ost,if last(J) � 1. We all the quantity 2last(J)�1 the apaity of J (unless last(J) = 0,in whih ase, the apaity is de�ned to be 1). It is easy to see that the apaities ofthe various initial intervals in s sum to at most the i-urrent ost of I . The lemmafollows.The Algorithm. First, intervals are formed as above. Next, two minimal sets of �naltext intervals, one on either side of the middle of the text, eah with total �nal ostexeeding k are hosen (if either of these two sets does not have �nal ost exeedingk, all the text intervals in the orresponding half are taken). By Lemma 8.2, the totallengths of the spans of these �nal text intervals and the �nal pattern intervals willbe O(kjuj). Ignore the remaining text intervals for the moment. Eah math in thespan of one of these text intervals that overlaps or touhes the span of one of the �nalpattern intervals is found. In addition, mathes in whih one of the endpoints of thepattern is aligned with one of these text intervals in found. These mathes our inO(k2) windows eah of size O(maxfk; jujg). If juj > k then eah of the above windowsof an be further re�ned by taking intersetions with the windows obtained in Step 1to get O(k2) windows of size O(k) eah. All suh mathes an then be found in O(k4)time using the algorithm in Setion 5.Next, we onsider the remaining mathes of the pattern. Note that the spans ofthe the �nal intervals in the pattern annot overlap with the spans of the above �nalintervals hosen in the text. In addition, the text an be trimmed so as to ontainonly the above �nal intervals, by an argument similar to the one used in Setion 6.The reason for this is that, by Lemma 8.1, the above �nal intervals in the left halfof the text will inur more than k mismathes if all of them are overlapped by thepattern (note that they must all be aligned with periodi strethes having anonialperiod u in the mathes being onsidered), and likewise for the above �nal intervalsin the right half. It follows that the spans of the �nal intervals in the pattern annotoverlap with the spans of any of the �nal intervals in the text, in any of the remainingmathes.The remaining mathes our in O(k2) windows as well. Consider one suh win-dow. Consider the �nal osts of the �nal intervals in the pattern and the �nal ostsof those �nal intervals in the text whih overlap the pattern. If any one of these textintervals is partially formed then the pattern annot math the text, beause the �nalost of this text interval is more than k and Lemma 8.1 implies that the span of thisinterval must inur more than k edit operations when aligned with a periodi strethof u's. Similarly, if any of pattern intervals is partially formed then again the sum ofthe �nal osts of these pattern intervals exeeds k and the pattern annot math. Sosuppose that all these text and pattern intervals are fully formed. Then the �nal ostof eah suh interval is its loked edit distane. If the sum of these �nal osts is at



APPROXIMATE STRING MATCHING: A SIMPLER FASTER ALGORITHM 21most k then the pattern mathes at intervals of juj in this window with all these �nalintervals loked, and otherwise it does not math anywhere in this window. The pre-ise loations where mathes our an be determined as in the algorithm for seondategory mathes desribed towards the end of Setion 7.1.2.9. Is O(nk3m +n+m) Running Time Possible?. The following text and patternappear to form a hard ase for our problem. They are de�ned in terms of an aylistring u. Apart from �(k) substrings, eah of length equal to juj = �(k), the textand the pattern are periodi with period u. Suppose these bad substrings appear atintervals of �(k2) in the text and at intervals of �(k) in a length �(k2) pre�x ofthe pattern. There are �(k2) windows, eah of size k, in whih one of these patternsubstrings overlaps some text substring. Exatly one bad pattern substring overlapsa bad text substring in any of the pattern plaements in these windows. Our urrentO(k4) algorithm will take �(k2) time to determine mathes, if any, in eah window,giving an �(k4) time algorithm for this ase. However, it is oneivable that analgorithm whih takes O(k) amortized time per window an be obtained by observingthat the average edit distane between pairs of text-pattern substrings must be O(1),otherwise there an be few mathes. The diÆulty we fae is that the ourrenes ofu among the bad substrings of the pattern need not align with ourrenes of u inthe text.10. The Weighted Case. In the weighted ase deletions of di�erent haratersand the various substitutions may have di�ering osts, but by way of normalization,all will be required to have ost at least 1.The approximate mathes with ost � k an be found using essentially the samealgorithm; the only hange needed is to the Landau-Vishkin algorithm, to take aountof the di�ering osts. The details are left to the reader.A important appliation in the weighted ase is to math a pattern against adatabase of strings. We would like to apply the above algorithm. For eÆieny, oneapproah would be to have a preomputed suÆx tree for the database of strings. ThissuÆx tree would then need to be inremented to inorporate the pattern string soas to enable the above algorithm to be used. Following the math alulation, themodi�ation to the suÆx tree would need to be undone. It would also be useful tosupport both insertions and deletions to the database. We leave this topi as an openproblem. REFERENCES[AC75℄ A. V. Aho, M. Corasik, EÆient String Mathing: An aid to bibliographi searh, Commu-niations of the ACM, 18, 1975, pp. 333-340.[BN96℄ R. Baeza-Yates, G. Navarro, Faster Approximate String Mathing, Proeedings of CPM,Springer-Verlag Leture Notes No. 1075, 1996, pp. 1-23.[CL90℄ W. I. Chang, E. Lawler, Approximate String Mathing in Sublinear Expeted Time, Pro-eedings of 31st Annual IEEE Symposium on Foundations of Computer Siene, 1990,pp. 116-125.[CR94℄ M. Crohemore, W. Rytter, Text Algorithms, Oxford University Press, New York, 1994,pp. 27-31.[F98℄ M. Farah, Optimal SuÆx Tree Constrution with Large Alphabets, Proeedings of 38th AnnualIEEE Symposium on Foundations of Computer Siene, 1997, pp. 137-143.[GG88℄ Z. Galil, R. Gianarlo, Data Strutures and Algorithm for Approximate String Mathing,Journal of Complexity, 4, 1988, pp. 33-72.[GP90℄ Z. Galil, K. Park, An Improved Algorithm for Approximate String Mathing, SIAM Journalon Computing, 19(1990), pp. 989-999.
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